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______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Abstract: A digital PLL compares the circuit frequency with a reference frequency and adjusts the output using 

the feedback loop. A divide by 4/5 prescaler is used. The PLL locks when both the frequencies become equal. 

Analog PLLs are susceptible to noise and temperature variations. To deal with the problem of power dissipation 

and increased jitter, a digital PLL is prescribed. For reduced lock time and jitter, an accumulator type DCO 

and ring oscillator TDC is used.  It attains fast lock time. 
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__________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

I. Introduction 

Clock signals are particular signals which oscillate between high and low states. It changes its value from zero to 

one in every period. Clock signals are the heart beat of any processor. Processor executes one thing at a time and 

it is given by the clock. Clock signals are generated by the oscillators and all circuits in a digital system should 

get the clock at the same time. When the circuits get clock signals at different time, the effect may be due to clock 

skew. Clocking is essential for all synchronous circuits. Clock skew and jitter are the two phenomena which 

affects clocking. Clock skew can be caused by the static mismatches in clock path and differences in clock load. 

Clock jitter is the deviation in periodicity of actual clock with that of a reference clock. It is the temporal variation 

of the clock period. A PLL can be used to reduce these effects. It is a common part of high performance micro 

processors. PLLs are used to generate high performance micro processors in the GHZ range. 

Traditionally, a PLL is made to function as an analog building block, but integrating an analog PLL on a digital 

chip is difficult. Analog PLLs are also more susceptible to noise and process variations. Digital PLLs allow a 

faster lock time to be achieved and are attractive for clock generation on high performance microprocessors [1]. 

 

II.     Digital PLL 

Digital PLL is designed by four major components. These components can be analog or digital. Analog PLL 

composed of PFD, charge pump, loop filter, VCO and frequency divider. The analog components such as charge 

pump, loop filter and VCO are replaced in digital PLL. Charge pump and loop filter is replaced by TDC (Time to 

digital converter).VCO is replaced by DCO and the other two components are same in both analog and digital 

PLL. 

 
Fig. 1- Digital PLL- Basic block diagram 

 

The phase and frequency mismatch of reference clock and divided DCO clock are compared on PFD. The 

condition of ‘Lock’ is attained when Ref clock matches divided DCO clock. The PFD output is given to 

TDC.PFD generates up enable and down enable signals to generate the control word. The control word is 

generated by the thermometric decoder which controls the DCO. 

 

III. Design of Components 

A. Digital Phase Frequency Detector 

It compares the reference frequency and divided DCO frequency to generate the output. It consists of D flipflops, 
OR, XOR and NOT gate. During clock flip flop catches D input and the captured value becomes Q output until 
the next clock. The edge triggered D flip flop is used here. It is sensitive to edges and corrective action can be 
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occurred instantly. The output of the modified D Flip-flops enters a two input NOR gate that resets the Flip-flops 
if both clocks are high [1]. The up and down signals indicate if the DCO clock needs to be increased (up is true) 
or decreased (down is true). The event and direction signal are necessary to create the up and down enable signals 
for the T2D converter. 

 
        Fig. 2- Digital phase frequency detector             Fig. 3- Output of PFD when ref clk and divided DCO 

                                                                                       clock varies with different frequencies 

B.Time to Digital Converter 

It consists of up counter, down counter and carry ripple adder. Both counters are of 7 bit and ripple carry adder is 
of 8 bit. Both counters are controlled by phase detector. Initial state of up counter is 0000000 and down counter is 
1111111.Both counters are connected to 8bit ripple carry adder and produces the control word for the DCO [1]. 

 

 
Fig. 4 ime to Digital Converter 

 

C. Thermometric Decoder 

Decoders are devices which do the reverse operation of encoders. Thermometric code is the one in which each 
digit has some pace value. It generates the control word that controls the DCO [4]. It was obtained by modifying 
the general decoder to obtain the required functionality. The decoder generates a 128 bit output, of which only 

126 bits are used by the DCO. These 126 bits controls the DCO [5]. 
  

 
Fig. 5- Binary to thermometric conversion 

 
D. Digitally controlled oscillator 
DCO generates the output of the PLL. Also a feedback loop is provided from DCO to the PFD through frequency 
divider.DCO is designed to overcome the tuning stability limitation of VCO designs. The following logic is used 
to generate the DCO output. 
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   Fig. 6 - DCO logic                                                                  Fig. 7-DCO output 
 

E.  Frequency Divider 

It is also called clock divider. It keeps input and output phase in lock step, keeping input and output frequency 
same. DCO output is given to the frequency divider. The output of DCO needs to be matched to the reference 
frequency. When the divided frequency and reference frequency matches the PLL locks [2]. 

 

 
Fig. 8- Frequency divider block diagram 

The frequency divider simply divides the DCO output to matched to the reference frequency. It consists of a 5 bit 
counter,3 bit swallow counter ,modulus control and a divide by 4/5 dual modulus prescaler. 

 
(1) Divide by 4/5 Dual Modulus prescaler: It is also called divide by 4/5 counter. It consists of D flip flops and 
NOT gates. The input frequency Fin is given to all the flip flops. The selection of the counter depends on the 
Mode control. If MC=0,one output clock cycle is equal to 4 input clock cycles else if MC=1. One output clock 
cycle is equal to 5 input clock cycles. 

 

 
Fig. 9- Divide by 4/5 dual modulus prescaler 

 
. 

(2) Integrated swallow counter and 5 bit counter: MC is also used to control 5 bit counter and swallow counter 

so that it is integrated. It consists of divide by two counters, XOR, AND, NAND, NOT gates. Output of divide by 

two and C input is given to the XOR gates. The five XOR gate outputs are combined in AND gate and again the 

out is given to two NAND gates each along with MC and MC bar [2]. 
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Fig. 10- Integrated swallow counter and 5 bit counter 

 

IV. Final system 

Fig. 12 shows the proposed PLL. It consists of PFD, TDC, Thermometric Decoder, DCO, Divide by 4/5 dual 
modulus prescaler and integrated swallow counter and 5 bit counter. The divisional ratio is 4 to 5.The final 
system runs until the lock is obtained. A phase or frequency variation will cause the PLL to be activated again. 

 

 
 

Fig. 12-Final system 

IV. Proposed System 

In the proposed system an accumulator type DCO is used. Also, a ring oscillator type TDC is used. The proposed 
system has an improved jitter and lock time. 

 

 
Fig. 14 – Proposed system Block diagram 

 

A. Accumulator type DCO 

It is basically an N bit adder which adds a K value to itself.The accumulator type DCO is shown in the figure 
15.The N bit accumulator module determines the ability to lock at a desired frequency and also the jitter can be 
settled. It consists of a D register and an N bit accumulator in which one input is the feedback from output of 
itself and other is the K value. 
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     Fig. 15- Accumulator type DCO   Fig. 16 – Ring oscillator type TDC 

                                      

B.  Ring oscillator type TDC 

TDC is used for the digitization of the time intervals. The existing system works simply on the reference clock 

and divided DCO clock and generates the digital word. There is no more digital control on the delay. But in the 

proposed system, we can modify the frequency by digital control on the line. Also it is possible to target a specific 

time interval between the oscillators so that the path of the signal in the chain is modified. 

 

V. Conclusion 

A phase locked loop ensures that the clock frequencies seen at the clock inputs of various registers and flip-flops 

match the frequency generated by the oscillator. A divide by 4/5 dual modulus prescaler is used in the frequency 

divider section to obtain high resolution .A ring oscillator type TDC is used to attain fast locking. An accumulator 

type DCO is used for settling the jitter. The proposed PLL attains fast locking in the zeroth time itself.  
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